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Abstract 
In the context of culture and knowledge development in XXI century philosophical issue is the language par excellence, 
linguistic analysis were associated with those made in light of new directions and established disciplines: mathematical, logical, 
psychological, and information, cybernetic, semiotic, the study conducted from the perspective of structuralism analysis of 
communication. We say that the sign is a complex reality as defined from the perspective of a triple reporting: the reporting 
system which includes (grammar), by reference to the referent (object of view gnosiological - semantics), in relation to the user 
(pragmatic). Currently, semiotics demonstrates that we are in a position to know and be able to explain the genesis and meaning 
of signs and symbols, of semiotics. Attempts topology signs are related either to the nature of entities expressing (graphics, 
reports, images, or their functionality and purpose). Culture generally includes semiotic triangle (archaic → modern →tradition) 
as an expression of one and multiple stored value and resized, preserving creative vein even multiplied by re (potential) value. 
These points in time are compressed symbolic triggers symbolic codes that existed outside of history and the history that re 
irrevocable offer (reading) them. This process involves scenarios from our intuitive semiotic-hermeneutical, logical mind that we 
can find versions of relational and interpretative signs and symbols as a formula for coherence resonance and cultures. 
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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Within the context of culture and knowledge development of the 21st century when language becomes a 
philosophical subject par excellence, the linguistic analyses added to themselves those performed from the 
perspective of the new directions and constituted disciplines: mathematics, logics, psychology as well as information 
technology, cyber, semiotic, which have been made from the perspective of the study of communicating structural 
analyses. We state that the sign is a complex reality as it is defined from the perspective of a threefold relation: by 
relating to the system to which it belongs (grammar), by relating to the referent (object from a gnosiology 
perspective- semantics); by relating to the user (pragmatics). At present the semiotic experts are demonstrating that 
we have to know and be able to explain the process of signs, symbols, significances and semiotic process genesis. 
The attempts regarding signs’ topology are connected either to the entities nature by means of which they express 
themselves (graphic, verbal, images), or to their functionality and finality. 
The word sign derives from the Latin signum – indicates and expresses different connotations: graphic, 
mathematical, conventional, linguistic (unity between the concept and a sound complex , acoustic image) (Breban, 
2007, p. 937). We will call sign any entity that replaces another, anything that can be sign with the exception of the 
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sign itself. Therefore, any physical, chemical, organic, psychic, ideally-verbal or visual entity can be a sign, with the 
exception of the sign itself. Any area of the universe can be approached from the perspective of a theory of signs. 
The word is a sign by excellence. Starting from the definitions of language as a system of signs that are socially 
instituted, the sign stays as a complex reality that within the language context involves not only inter-subjectivity, 
intentionality, but also the social character.  
From the beginning we have to mention that defining the sign and the symbol cannot be made from the 
perspective of a report of subordination or supra-ordination or of identity, because the two elements, sign and 
symbol, are reunited in symbolic images. The sign can appear under a verbal or visual form and can acquire value 
-symbol; it 
becomes image that presupposes difference unified in a system of values, finalized in symbol images that are 
subjected to hermeneutics for deciphering. Comprehending the human existential universe may and should start 
ed in the 
either 
to nature or culture, but actually include the universe as a whole.  
The semiotic unity sign-symbolic includes two elements: the sign as primary motivation, materialized in primary 
graphic images, constituted as a reflex of the primary mimetic action, and the symbol, as an expression of the 
profound reality that is not rendered directly in the entirety of the profound semantic, but signified implications. 
The word symbol 
object, that evokes an idea, a notion, a being or feeling; it has as derivative the symbolic word that comes from 
French (symbolique), and Latin  (symbolicum), which sig
help of symbols (Breban, 2007, p. 949). 
The symbolic language of the archaic and traditional world is one with mythic-symbolic connotations and has a 
polyvalent, semantic structure. 
The archetype has is monovalent from a semantic point of view. If the sign and the symbol reach the supreme 
abstractization, they acquire the quality of being matrix-archetypes and become monovalent as a structure; they 
become sign-symbol. 
the same physical level with the existence, but by myth and symbol, existence acquires atemporality; the mythical 
consciousness directs the archaic man to the absolute; by sign and symbol, man expresses essences and horizons that 
remain inaccessible to us until we decipher the hermeneutical significance of the sign-symbol and myth, as a unique 
real world. 
Sign and symbol cannot be deprived of their metaphysical content, of the original reality from which they 
everything that has been expressed in an archaic culture- by signs, 
gestures, rites and myths, has a metaphysical significance, namely it refers to a system of coherent assertions on the 
(Eliade, 1991, p. 233). 
The reference space of symbols in the archaic cultures is a unique one that belongs to the archetype, it is an extra-
profane magic space; in this space, the symbol becomes an emblem lity that it expresses. 
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The symbol expresses an entirety, where a part is present in time and another one is missing; the present part 
with his capacity to create, to distinguish between what is present from what is absent. The symbolic law is the law 
of presence-absence and it is comprehended, considered as being essential to the socio-human universe defined as a 
symbolic one.  
The symbolic character of the socio-human universe is mainly present in the archaic and traditional cultures. In a 
synthetic manner, the relations between sign and symbol are presented in the following diagram:  
  Figure 1. Sign and symbol constituted as entity in (sign-symbolic)   
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The archetype of the archaic world is monovalent, unique for the world that created it; it has its origin in the time 
of the beginnings and consequently it has a unique nature; through celebrations and rituals the risk of losing 
universality is removed due to the different connotations that the manifestations in the archaic and traditional 
cultures can generate.  
Thus we can explain why the same symbols can have different significations and we can realize this only when 
the logos is substituted to the mythos, when our cognitive approach leaves the mythic-magic discourse and becomes 
an analytic-rational one.  
For example, the symbolist meaning of the anthropomorphic sign cuts out only a fragment of the archetypal 
archaic structure that is semantically monovalent and it assigns it a new framework of rationalization, which in the 
end generates the anthropomorphic symbol as a profound symbol. Surpassing and interpreting the anthropomorphic 
symbol depends on our system of reference, if it is an archetypal or traditional one
 
The sign, considered as a primary motivation, is actually a mediator between the signifier and the signified. The 
symbol is a unique expression, it generates multiple, polyvalent actions on a single signifier; the two structures find 
their expression in the sign-symbol. This process expresses and explains the mechanism of forming the symbolic-
sign, of the symbolic image, as a psychological reality, different, ultimate, but not the last one that is given new 
dimensions in the symbolic-sign, a creation of the human where the continuity, stability and instability of the sacred 
thought reside. 
can be validated mainly because it incorporates the reality for which it becomes a symbolizing way.    
Through this complex mechanism of linguistic and philosophic approach, we have tried to outline the specifics of 
the complex process of forming the structure of sign-symbol, archaic and then traditional, mainly because from the 
perspective and the incidence of the sign and of the symbolic-
, 1989, p. 554). 
 (Chevallier , 1995, p. 23). This reveals the fact that the mythical symbol of the archaic world 
engages human existence because the symbol expresses the lived spirit, it reveals the connection between the 
existence and the cosmos structures, as it is not isolated from them; only in this specific archaic universe, the symbol 
should be identified and acknowledged.  
The archaic world is dominated by hidden messages that are transposed to us by sign and symbol; they succeed in 
sending the real archetypal individuality. The symbol unites contradictory elements, but it signifies unity and 
 (Chevallier , 1995, p.11). 
The actions of the archaic man, so diverse, multiple and contradictory are inserted in a metaphorical form in sign 
and symbol, in these two structures that involves meditation and analogy; re-signified in the unity of sybollein, they 
take the form of a cipher that is to be subjected to deciphering, exactly because they are ciphers which finally send 
messages that come from a world which we consider as being closed to another world that is open and where any 
sign and symbol is going to be reconsidered and re-signified. 
The real can be comprehended in another way through symbols, exactly because they offer us, beyond 
hypotheses and syllogisms, an open way to penetrate the essence of things, through codes and emblems. They have 
an eternal destination: they are to be rediscovered and discovered as significance. A possible approach of symbol, 
for the archetype that it produces, may be the identity symbol-code; as the symbol engages the man in his entirety, it 
the exceptional characteristic to synthesize in a sensitive expression the influences of the unconsciousness and of 
consciousness, as well as of the instinctive and spiritual forces, which are in conflict but on the direction of 
 (Chevallier , 1995, p.13). 
The symbol is unified with the sign and signified; it is only this way that it can be elucidated the capacity of 
encompassing and leading to the light an entire human existence: religious, cosmic, psychic; the world of the 
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unconsciousness, of the sub-consciousness and of supra-consciousness; all these manage to demonstrate that the 
archaic man is not estranged from the universe.  
The sign becomes a symbol only when in their dual unity they acquire value, so as to express the relation 
between m
has an intelligible side, but also a non-intelligible one; both from a logic, as well as from an infra-logic perspective, 
 
The archaic world endures through symbols, thus assuring its universality, mainly because the symbols express 
the vitalizing experience of an open world that expresses plenitude, spontaneity and communion with the existence 
itself. Removing these elements as a totality, or one of them as an individuality, can have as effect the spiritual death 
of the archaic world; exactly because in the archaic thinking the world has a miraculous dimension, a sacramental 
dimension, nothing is left without resources; the archaic soul endures rich in intuitions and is waiting to be 
discovered. 
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